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This site is not available in your country Cutting the Grass is a task that most people enjoy —or rebuke — for at least seven months a year, depending on their weather. So it's worth investing in a lawn mower that will make your job easier and more enjoyable. Compare various types, features and price
ranges to find the best fit for your lawn care needs. Honda HRX217K5VKA $599 Mulch self-propelled gas, bag, discharge, shredded blade 187 cubic centimeters Buy now Ego LM2102SP $499 Mulch self-propelled battery, Bag, download 56 volts Buy now Toro 20340 $379 Self-propelled Gas Mulch, bag,
download 163 cubic centimeters Buy now American Lawn Mower Company 1204 $60 Reel Manual Download N/A Buy now Greenworks 25012 $188 Electric Push Mulch, download 120 volts Buy now Data obtained April 2019. Prices are subject to change and should only be used as a general guide. For
the purposes of this article, we focus on lawn mowers not twisting. Within the world of walk-behinds, there are several types to choose from, including: Push. Thrust mowers are probably what you have in mind when you think of a lawn mower. You provide the strength to push them along your lawn, while
an engine rotates the blades under the deck to cut the grass. They are ideal for smaller, flatter yards. Propelled. These mowers help push themselves to make their job easier. They can be of great help if you have a large patio or lots of hills. Reel. These mowers don't have an engine. Instead, you push
them from behind, manually rotating a set of swivel blades as you go. These are best for very small areas. Suspend. Hover mowers feature a raised cutting disc under their cover, making them more maneuverable than rotary mowers. This could be a good selection for you if you have plenty of sloping
edges and hard-to-reach areas. Robotics. These are the latest models and work similarly to the best robotic vacuum cleaners. You set up an edge wire along the edges of your property, and the robotic mower will cut the grass inside that edge. Mower Power Supplies The mowers are available with three
main power options: gas, battery and electricity. Gas Larger areas More powerful and will work for longer batteries Small electric areas, flat areas Start with the pushbutton of a button Restricted by cable length When purchasing a new mower, compare these features to find the best fit for you: Price. New
mowers can range from $100 to $1,000, model and the features you choose. On average, he expects to spend a few hundred dollars. Engine. Most mower motors are 140 to 190 cubic centimeters. Larger mowers are typically more potent and therefore more capable of handling tall herbs and herbs.
Smaller engines can use a little less gas and are usually quieter. Boot system. Extraction initiations can be complicated and require the most effort. Electric starts are much easier, but Priming. Automatic strangulation starts eliminate both pull and bait. Drive control. Do you want a self-propelled or manual
model? The mowers also come with front, rear and four-wheel drive. Functions. The mowers can perform three cutting functions: mulch, bag or discharge. Some models can do all three, while others can perform only one or two of these functions. Top-end mowers can also crush leaves. Additional
features. If you're looking for hoods and whistles, compare models that offer additional features such as a blade brake clutch, wash attachment, high rear wheels, or front wheels. Keeping your mower blade sharp and in good condition will greatly affect the quality of cutting work you can perform. When the
blades become boring, you can get an uneven and choppy cut. To sharpen the mower blade, you have two options: take it to a professional for you to care about, or do it yourself. If you remove the blade and take it to a professional, expect to pay around $5 to $15 per blade. But if you have a metal
grinder or file at home, and feel comfortable with it, you can sharpen the blades yourself. Follow these steps: Remove the spark plug cable from the mower for safety purposes. Tilt the mower upwards to remove the blade under the cover. Place the blade securely in a vice. If you are using a metal file,
stroke in one direction following the existing angle of the sheet. If using a metal grinder, always wear the right eye protection. Try to keep the existing blade angle aligned with the grinder to ensure a smooth and effective finish. Be sure to remove the same amount of metal from each side of the blade to
keep it in balance. How to check the balance of your blade It is important that the mower blade is properly balanced so that it cuts evenly. To check your balance, you can buy a universal mower blade balancer for around $5. Place the center of the sheet on the balancer and check which side, if any,
suggestions to the table or workstation. The heavier side will need more archiving or grinding to balance the blade. Follow these basic safety tips to avoid injury: always wear closed shoes like slippers or boots. Never cut into sandals or flip flops. Wear protective goggles. Only cut when the grass is dry.
Remove debris such as sticks, rocks, pineapples and toys before cutting. Never tilt your lawn mower. Turn off the lawn mower when crossing a sidewalk or entrance. Always turn off the mower before adjusting the height, cleaning the add gas or perform other maintenance tasks. Never pull the mower
towards you. Investing in a new lawn mower can make your work in the yard easier and more enjoyable. Since it's a relatively large purchase that you should have around for years to come, it's worth taking some time to research the best options before deciding on your favorite. Ready to buy? Compare
top top mowers larger lawn mowers instead? Compare popular driving mowers or the best zero-turn mowers. We combine our own personal experiences with online research to create our list of the best lawn mowers, comparing the type, power supply, price and additional features. Refer to the mower
manual to find the specific type of oil that the manufacturer recommends. Before storing the mower during the winter, follow these steps to winter it: Disconnect the spark plug. Carefully remove any gas that is still in the tank. Remove the blade. This is a good time to sharpen and clean it. Change the oil.
Clean the undercarriage. Replace the air filter. Has this content helped you? The Husqvarna YTH18542 is a consumer-level mower that produces results at a professional level. It is small and easy to operate, and has several convenient features that make mowing your lawn less of a task. It comes
equipped with a powerful Briggs &amp; Stratton engine and a 2.5-gallon fuel tank, which is about a gallon less than some other machines we evaluate. But given the size and fuel efficiency of this machine, it is highly unlikely to run out of gas while mowing a medium to large lawn. In our summary of the
best rider mowers, took first place Today Best Husqvarna YTH18542 offersHusqvarna YTH18542 42 in 18.5 ... When it comes to cutting grass, the Husqvarna YTH18542 Riding Lawn Mower has a unique technology that ensures you get the best cut possible. For example, it uses air induction, which
improves airflow through the deck, resulting in a more consistent cut. Its reinforced cutting cover is constructed of flat stock steel, which is ideal for withstanding the elements and wear that comes with mowing your yard regularly. The transmission on this mower is pedal driven and hydrostatic, which
means you control both speed and direction with your feet, allowing you to keep both hands on the wheel. This method gives you more control, so you can be sure that you will go where you want. The Husqvarna YTH18542 Riding Lawn mower works with pedal. (Image credit: Lowe's) Machine cruise
control is a useful feature, especially if you're cutting over uneven terrain. It will maintain a constant speed, no matter what you go through here. This eliminates the guesswork of safely traversing small hills, inclinations and other obstacles. One of the biggest selling points of this mount mower is its size. It
is almost as compact as they come, which makes it much easier to maneuver and store. Despite the fact that its small stature, has a cutting width of 42 inches, which is about twice what you'll get on the larger mower. It also has a number of convenience features, such as an adjustable sliding seat, which
is also ergonomically designed for maximum comfort while cutting. Under the seat, you'll find a safety switch that Turn off the machine if you leave the seat. This reduces the likelihood of injury if you ever have an accident that throws you out of your chair. Should I buy the Husqvarna YTH18542 Riding
Lawn mower? With small flaws and great benefits, it's hard to go wrong with this horseback riding mower. It is compact, manoeuvrable and easy to store. It also has a great engine and several options and accessories that make the task of mowing your lawn much more bearable. The best Husqvarna
YTH18542 deals todayHusqvarna YTH18542 42 in 18.5... 18.5...
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